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Welcome to the Grand National 2019 - STILL 

We are pleased to be able to present this exhibition of Canadian Fibre Art for your 
enjoyment. In Sept of 2017 we made the decision to carry on this time honoured ex-
hibition and have been working hard since then to make it a great exhibition.  

At this time we would like to thank the Grand National Quilt Show Committee and 
especially Kathleen Bissett for the continued support and advice freely offered over 
the past two years.  This committee was the creator of the Grand National concept 
and tirelessly organized 12 Grand National Quilt Shows presented in Kitchener-
Waterloo, Ontario over the years. Their intellectual support has been priceless and 
their immediate financial support gave us the confidence to take this project on. We 
are proud to be carrying on their legacy. 

Another special thank you has to go to Janome Canada Ltd. a supporter of the Grand 
National since its inception in 2003. All we had to do was ask and they stepped for-
ward to give us the support needed to allow us to offer the prizes that the Grand 
National has seen in the past.  

Looking Forward 
As with any new adventure, we are striking out in a slightly different direction than 
the previous Grand Nationals. Inaugurated in 2003 as a thematic competition to en-
courage and showcase the work of both traditional and innovative Canadian quilt 
artists, we wished to open up the competition to all forms of fibre art while still 
maintaining a strong component of quilt art. 

Our second goal was to take this time honoured exhibition truly national. We were 
proud to partner with Prairie Fusion Arts & Entertainment (formerly known as Por-
tage & District Arts Council) to move this exhibition outside of Ontario for the first 
time. We thank PFAE for their faith in us, a newly formed committee, to follow 
through with our dream and present a fabulous exhibition for their patrons to enjoy. 

But this is just the beginning, as in 2021 our exhibition will be a touring exhibition to 
allow more Canadians to view the winners of this competition. The Grand National 
2021 will showcase at the University of New Brunswick Art Gallery, Fredericton, NB 
then travel to Woodstock, ON, Thunder Bay, ON and Victoria, BC. We are still solicit-
ing venues in the central part of Canada, please stay tuned.  

The 2019 Grand National Exhibition Committee 

On the Cover:  The artwork, Snow in the City, is an original de-
sign by Phillida Hargreaves of Kingston, Ontario and was chosen by 
Carol Seeley, Exhibition Coordinator, and the editor of this cata-
logue, Victoria Gray who felt it represented stillness, the theme 
of this exhibition. Phillida says, “There is a moment, during the 
first snowfall at night, when the world seems to stand still”. Read 
more on page 34. 
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Exhibition Statement 

Award of Excellence—Grand National 2005 

River Dance by Carol Seeley 

There are a few pivotal moments in one’s life. For me 
such a moment was when I received the Award of Excel-
lence and a 6500 Janome sewing machine at the 2005 
Grand National—Airborne for my piece ‘River Dance’. It 
was my very first award and opened my eyes to the pos-
sibility of more. In 2006, I again won the Award of Excel-
lence which proved to me that the first prize was not 
just a fluke. So it was no wonder that it was a very sad 
day when I heard that the Grand National 2017 would be 
the last one. I felt that a tradition had ended, a tradi- 

tion that would be greatly missed, but what could I do about it? It was too big a 
commitment for one person. When I received my piece back from the 2017 show, I 
realized that it was all over and if anything was to be done it was now or never. Did 
I have the courage to do anything about it? Maybe if I had some like-minded people 
who felt the same. 

So I composed an email and sent it out to a group of fibre artist friends to see what 
would happen. I got favourable responses from a few friends and the rest is history. 
The Grand National Exhibition committee was formed. 

We were so excited and wanted to immediately announce to the country that the 
Grand National still existed before people got used to the idea that it was no longer. 
What better way than to make ‘Still’ our theme. It was perfect, meaningful in so 
many ways, enabling our participating artists plenty of room to interpret in their 
own way. They could celebrate, as we were, the longevity of an event, place or 
idea; demonstrate the ability of an object to be motionless; slice out a millisecond 
of time in which a continuously moving object can be viewed as frozen in time or 
whatever else their imaginations could dream up. 

I am looking forward with all of you to see what our artists have in store for us. 

 

Enjoy. 

Carol Seeley, Exhibition Coordinator 
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Introducing: 

The Grand National Exhibition Association Board: 

Carol Seeley, Exhibition Coordinator, Campbell River, BC 

A special thank you to my fellow board members who were the friends that first 
stepped forward in response to my call for help in keeping the Grand National go-
ing. I would not have done it without your support. 

Krista Zeghers, Assistant Exhibition Coordinator, Treherne, MB 

Joyce Brown, Jury Coordinator, High River, AB  

Vicki Gray, Communications Coordinator, Heffley Creek, BC 

Jaynie Himsl, Director, Weyburn, SK 

Thanks to the Grand National Exhibition Committee members: 

Kathy Tidswell, Fredericton, NB 

Jan Clark, Abbotsford, BC 

Thelma Newbury, Surrey, BC 

Linda Ingham, White Rock, BC 

Melissa Moller, Campbell River, BC 

Michele Craigen, Weyburn, SK 

And a big thanks to all those who came forward to help with all the last minute 
details over the past few weeks, particularly the Local Committee members: 

Don Zeghers 

Krista Zeghers 

Cathie Ugrin  

Beth Flemington  

Elaine Filyk  

Pat Crandall  

Theresa Shaw  

Yvonne Carlson 

 

To join us as active committee members for future Grand National Exhibitions 
contact Carol Seeley at gneassn@gmail.com. 
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We are grateful for the generous support of the following sponsors in presenting 
the 2019 Grand National Fibre Art & Quilt Exhibition. We also thank individuals for 
their donations which contributed to the success of our exhibition.  

PLATINUM 

GOLD 

SILVER 

 

 

Anonymous (4) 

Abbottsford Quilters’ Guild 

Morning Glory Quilters 

Quilter’s Connection Magazine 

Textile and Fibre Artists of Manitoba 

Anonymous (2) 

Waterloo County Quilters’ Guild 

BRONZE 

MNP 
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About the Jurors and Judges 

Joyce Brown, Jury Coordinator 

Joyce is one of two instructors for the CQA/ACC’s Quilt Judge Certification Program.  
She is passionate about sharing her knowledge with others and encouraging quilting to 
grow both through judging and teaching. Joyce is a fibre artist creating pieces of work 
that reflect her love of travelling the world. 

Betty Bailey, Juror 

From sewing a blouse at age nine through teaching sewing clothing classes, Betty’s in-
terest in fabrics has continued.  Her passion for quilting has grown with a focus on 
teaching, judging and providing encouragement to others to pursue their own passion. 

Karen Szakaly, Juror 

Karen has lived and worked the majority of her life on her farm outside of Calgary, Al-
berta where she quilts daily. Since becoming an apprentice judge in 2015, she has 
judged the Edmonton and District Quilt Show, The Saskatoon Quilters Guild Show as 
well as jurying the CQA 2018 NJS as she works towards becoming certified. 

Deb Barlow, Judge 

Debora is an award winning fibre artist and longarm quilter. Her work has been viewed 
at the International Quilt Festival in Houston, the CQA/ACC National Juried Show, the 
Grand National and the touring juried exhibition “Dimensions”. Debora is a CQA/ACC 
National Certified Judge and holds juried status as a professional crafts person/fibre 
artist with the Saskatchewan Craft Council. 

Wanda Steiner, Judge 

Wanda was one of the first Certified Quilt Judges to emerge from the CQA/ACC Quilt 
Judging Program.  Judging is a passion for her as she wants to encourage and empower 
quilt makers with positive critiques. With a diverse quilting background encompassing 
over 24 years, Wanda’s first love was hand piecing and hand appliqué in the traditional 
genre. She has since moved on to acquire expertise in many machine techniques and 
methodologies and says she loves it all! 

Valerie Hazelton, Judge 

Valerie has been involved in the local quilting scene for the past 15 years with mem-
bership on the executive of Manitoba Prairie Quilters, convenor of that guild’s quilt 
show, teaching and attending workshops, as well as being a member of additional 
smaller quilt groups including the Winnipeg Modern Quilt Guild. While her tastes in 
quilting are eclectic, she enjoys appliqué, paper piecing and working on smaller scale 
pieces such as fabric postcards. 
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Etiam Ovis 

Coreen Zerr, Nanaimo, BC 

Materials: Fibre.  

Techniques: Thread painting, trapunto.  

Inspiration/Credits: Photo taken by Lois Gilchrist. 

Dimensions: 41” x 30” x 2.5” 

A ram stood completely still and looked straight into the camera while my 
friend was hiking in Southern California. Recreating the look and feel was a 
challenge in Thread! His eyes follow you... 
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Silent Witness 

Maya Brouwer, Brentwood Bay, BC 

Materials: Cotton-linen blend fabric, water-soluble pencil crayons and wax pastels, 
Seta® fabric paint, threads.  

Techniques: Helio-printing, raw edge appliqué, free-motion machine quilting.  

Dimensions: 30.5” x 51” 

No matter where I live in British Columbia, I am fortunate to see great horned owls. 
These magnificent creatures are the inspiration for my quilt. 
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Solitude 

Linda Ingham, White Rock, BC 

Materials: Hand dyed fabric, Shiva® 
paint stick, fabric paint. 

Techniques: Fusible appliqué, free-
motion stitching. 

Dimensions: 22.5” x 14.5” 

Inspiration/Credits: Memories  of 
summers at the cottage in Halibur-
ton Highlands. 

The haunting call of loons across a 
quiet lake in the early morning mist 
is a very strong memory from my 
childhood. The sense of stillness be-
fore the day begins brings a sense of 
peace and inner quiet. 

A Moment in Time 

Vivian Kapusta, Maple Ridge, BC 

Materials: My hand dyed fabric. 

Techniques: Free-motion stitching. 

Inspiration/Credits: Sitting on a beach just 
before sunset. 

Dimensions: 12” x 24” 

In the moments between daylight and dusk, 
there is a moment in time, when the light 
plays in the clouds and reflects off the water. 
You stand and stare...the tide is turning and 
the sky is lit with colours. This moment will 
not come again! 
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All Is Well 

Millie Cumming, Fergus, ON 

Materials: Phototransfers of artist’s own 
photographs, metallic threads, oilsticks. 

Techniques: Phototransfers, hand appli-
qué, machine quilted, oilsticks. 

Inspiration/Credits: My own photo-
graphs, many decades of canoeing and 
cottaging in Muskoka. 

Dimensions: 12” x 12” 

Sun long gone. Canoe tucked in. Moonlight 
reflected on the still lake. Before bed-
time, one more look out over the lake. All 
is well. 

Birch Lookout 

Julie Garcia, Winnipeg, MB 

Materials: Fibre, fabrics are a mix of new and repur-
posed (thrift store ties). 

Techniques: Hand appliqué, embroidery, fabric paint-
ing. 

Inspiration/Credits: Techniques inspired by Judith 
Montano and Jo Diggs. 

Dimensions: 7.5” x 11.5” 

Growing up in rural Manitoba, I developed a deep ap-
preciation for the vast skies and views of the Canadian 
Prairies. My landscapes are mainly inspired by our 
beautiful country, and my fascination with the details 
in nature. The colours and surface designs around me 
influence the direction of my work, and by interpreting 
these compositions into fabric and thread, I hope to 
draw the viewer deep into each piece.  Each sky is 
hand-painted to create a realistic effect that brings 
the scene to life, and layering fabric and thread cap-
tures the intricate and wonderfully diverse palette of 
nature. 
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Still Waters 

Tracie L. Maryne, Salmon Arm, BC 

Materials: Fabric. 

Techniques: Thread painting, free-motion quilting, appliqué. 

Inspiration/Credits: My motivation comes from a desire to create. 
My inspiration comes from mother nature, human nature, myth, 
symbolism and the world around me. My desire is to try to express 
how these affect my inner being and in showing my art I hope my 
audience may feel something of what I have felt.  

Dimensions: 27” x 9.25” 

With this piece I was inspired by one of my photos. The scene re-
flects the calm of a crisp early summer morning with a loon enjoy-
ing the still waters. I deliberately made the piece small in size in 
order to bring the viewer in for a more intimate view. 
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Finding Tranquility 

Karen Thatcher, Rossland, BC 

Materials: Silk, cotton batting, hand dyed cotton. 

Techniques: Snippet, gauze, sculpture, colour movement. 

Dimensions: 45” x 45” 

My love of nature is what is in me, surrounds me and surrounds 
the ones I love. We live in the most beautiful place in the world 
and being able to transfer that beauty and emotion into some-
thing tangible is what I do. 
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9/10th of the Pier Still Standing 

Thelma Newbury, Surrey, BC 

Materials: Fibre. 

Techniques: Hand painted and commercial fabrics with raw edge     
appliqué, free-motion stitching, beading and buttons. 

Dimensions: 32” x 20.5” 

At 2pm on December 20, 2018 the 100 year old White Rock Pier 
was damaged by a severe storm. Winds swept across Semiahmoo 
Bay tearing boats from their moorings. The fierce winds and turbu-
lent seas slammed at least four boats into the pier causing four 
sections to be torn apart. The artwork depicts the scene on a calm-
er day with 9/10th of the pier STILL standing. 
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Finding Magnificence 

Karen Thatcher, Rossland, BC 

Materials: Silk, cotton hand dyed, hand painted, metallic thread em-
bossing. 

Techniques: Paint transfer, hand dyeing, metallic thread embossing, 
snippet. 

Inspiration/Credits: Nancy Greene Lake 

Dimensions: 45” x 37” 

The quilt reflects the feeling of awe when standing amid the beauty 
and majesty of the Monashee mountains. 
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Birch Stand 

Patricia Anderson, Balmoral, MB 

Materials: Wool fibre. 

Techniques: Wet felting and needle felting. 

Dimensions: 22.25” x 30.75” 

Whenever I look at a landscape I immediately think about which medium 
would suit it best. The Whiteshell is one of my favourite sources of in-
spiration with the rocks carved eons ago by glaciers and the trees and 
vegetation that gained a foothold, and the peace and serenity I feel. 
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Still Standing 

Julie Garcia, Winnipeg, MB 

Materials: Fibre, fabrics are a mix of new and repurposed (thrift store ties). 

Techniques: Hand appliqué, embroidery. 

Inspiration/Credits: Techniques inspired by Judith Montano. 

Dimensions: 17.5” x 22” 

Growing up in rural Manitoba, I developed a deep appreciation for the vast 
skies and views of the Canadian Prairies. My landscapes are mainly inspired 
by our beautiful country and my fascination with the details in nature. The 
colours and surface designs around me influence the direction of my work, 
and by interpreting these compositions into fabric and thread, I hope to draw 
the viewer deep into each piece. Each sky is hand-painted to create a realis-
tic effect that brings the scene to life, and layering fabric and thread cap-
tures the intricate and wonderful diverse palette of nature. 
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MacKay Barns Standing Still on Spiddle Hill 

Deb Plestid, Tatamagouche, NS 

Materials: Hand dyed cotton, commercial cotton. 

Techniques: Machine pieced, raw and turned edge appliqué, free-
motion machine quilting on domestic machine. 

Dimensions: 45” x 30” 

Still standing, standing still; the MacKay barns were built in the com-
munity of The Falls, Nova Scotia near Spiddle Hill. Since 1834, this 214 
acre farm has been owned and occupied by seven generations of the 
MacKay family. These two silent sentinels are emblematic libraries—
symbolic bearers of knowledge, memory, optimism and cooperation. 
They bear witness to skills now seldom practiced, to innovation, indus-
triousness and self sufficiency; where form followed function and barns 
were built from readily available timber and stone. Look at the space 
between the barns and therein discover the why/”y” of farming. 
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Winters End 

Susan Selby, Springfield, MB 

Materials: Fibre and  mixed media. 

Techniques: Artist dyed fabric and fibres, layered, painted, col-
laged, free-motion stitch on a domestic machine. 

Inspiration/Credits: Photo by Wayne Selby. 

Dimensions:  34” x 24” 

The sun has moved past the Spring Equinox into the new season; 
however, the last few drifts of snow remind us it is STILL winter. 
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Drifted Snow 

Susan Selby, Springfield, MB 

Materials: Fibre and mixed media. 

Techniques: Artist dyed fabric and fibres, layered, painted, col-
laged, free-motion stitch on a domestic machine. 

Dimensions: 44” x 33” 

The air is STILL now; past blizzard winds have left their mark in the 
drifts of snow they have created. 
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On A Winter’s Day 

Leslie Forbes, Osoyoos, BC 

Materials: Dyed cotton/cotton velvets by artist, organza, 
Angelina® fibres, cotton balls. 

Techniques: Machine piecing, appliqué. 

Inspiration/Credits: Collection of photographs from Quebec 
City. 

Dimensions: 38” x 32” 

Still—after the first snowfall light falls on a sparkling scene 
undisturbed invoking feelings of peace and stillness. Magical, 
this sprinkling of frost and white. Stillness prevails until the 
joyful shouts of children discovering this wonder rush to make 
their marks. 
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Rusty 

Donna MacDonald, Yellowknife, NWT 

Materials: Quilt art. 

Techniques: Machine appliqué using hand dyed fabrics. 

Inspiration/Credits: Techniques learned in a Gloria Loughman 
class. 

Dimensions: 40.5” x 28” 

Yellowknife’s Old Town is often a  source of the unusual. I was 
inspired by my spouse’s black and white photo of a rusty old 
truck that was once likely someone’s signature statement. Im-
agining what this vehicle may have looked like before it was 
abandoned, I got lost in creating my colourful version that may 
have inspired its owner to be proud to drive this vehi-
cle…….still! 
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Still Standing, a Lasting Memory 

Wanda Lumsden, Chilliwack, BC 

Materials: Commercial batiks, own hand-dyed cotton, thread, yarn, 
wool, embroidery floss, Liquitex® paint, Inktense®, metal, plastic, 
trim. 

Techniques: Machine pieced, raw edge fusible appliqué, couching, 
free-motion embroidery, wool felting, home machine quilting. 

Dimensions: 38” x 28” 

A fond childhood memory has been my inspiration for this piece. I 
have worked from my own photo, taken in 2012, fifty-two years after 
our family left this farm. The once busy farm yard now sat vacant and 
idle. This shed was the only building Still Standing. Expanding on the 
memory, I have added the likeness of our old farm truck to my com-
position. Combining my interest in art with my enjoyment of sewing 
has led me to use fabric as my medium. It has been a very rewarding 
experience to transform a memory into art that I can share. 
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Ken’s Stallion 

Rita St. Amant, Willow Bunch, SK 

Materials: Merino wool, alpaca wool and assorted wool roving, wool batting, 
industrial felting. 

Techniques: Needle and hand felting, backed onto wool batting and rein-
forced with two layers of industrial felting. Framed with barn board shadow 
box. 

Inspiration/Credits: Ken Fredericks, a western bronze artist. 

Dimensions: 30” x 34” x 4” 

Some free roaming horses are relatively unchanged and continue to contribute 
to the diversity of life forms. They are a native species in the lands they occu-
py and are a culturally significant part of our country. They have changed 
through time, but STILL remain. Being deeply connected to nature, an alter-
nate reality is created by the use of organic wool and colours. Interpretation 
of what was and is, is seen through the artist’s eyes. 
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If I Stay Really STILL….Maybe 
They Won’t See Me 

Judy Leslie, Coquitlam, BC 

Materials: Carded wools, white linen, 
black velvet. 

Techniques: Needle felted wool 
painting on white linen using hand-
held barbed needles; black velvet 
frame. 

Dimensions: 17” x 14” 

The last time I was in Scotland, I pho-
tographed sheep in almost every loca-
tion. The one that stole my heart was 
a young male hiding among the bram-
bles at a cave entrance. His “they 
can’t see me if I stay really still” atti-
tude is portrayed in this wool paint-
ing. 

 

Springtime Joy 

Rennie Hickey, Arnprior, ON 

Materials: Cotton fabric, thread, beads. 

Techniques: Raw edge appliqué, thread 
painting, quilting. 

Inspiration/Credits: My garden. 

Dimensions: 11” x 6” x 1” 

Seeing the first snowdrops in spring in my 
garden is a joyous sight for me. Knowing that 
the snowdrops are laying still beneath the 
snow, just waiting to come up as soon as the 
melt starts, always brings me hope! 
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Still: A Stone Sentry in a Living World 

Kerry Karram and Nicholas Turcan, North Vancouver, BC 

Materials: Hand dyed felted wool, wool roving layered both under and 
over tulle, quilted with various Wonderfil® threads including holo-
gram thread, beads. 

Techniques: Felted wool appliqué, free hand machine quilting, needle 
felting, beading, hand appliqué and layering, raw edge binding using 
traditional blanket stitch. 

Inspiration/Credits: The Arctic Aurora and the Vancouver Olympic 
2010 Inukshuk. Quiltmakers: Kerry Karram and Nicholas Turcan. Photos 
by Mikaela Karram. 

Dimensions: 24.5” x 18.75” x 1.75” 

The Arctic wind shrieks as if it were alive, flinging ice crystals dancing 
and swirling across the frozen landscape. Above, the Aurora pulses the 
hues of cold itself, whipping and crackling. Amid such cosmic fury, 
mankind was created and yet now the Inukshuk stands; still. The keep-
er of history, and a guiding compass; what does it know? 
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Ebb and Flow 

Janet Dean, Yellowknife, NWT 

Materials: Repurposed materials. 

Techniques: Traditional and punch rug 
hooking using repurposed materials. 

Dimensions: 19.5” x 19.5” framed. 

My focus on natural themes presented in 
a highly accessible style in a format that 
encourages interaction, is designed to 
inspire viewers to explore the issues and 
messages underlying my work. Rug hook-
ing is ideal for telling these Canadian sto-
ries—stories that span generations much 
like the old traditional hand made rugs 
did and still do. I am inspired by the his-
tory and versatility of this medium and 
the many  conservation stories calling 
upon me to be told. I work primarily with 
reclaimed fast fashion and fibre destined 
for our landfills. 

Best Before Date 

Kate Bridger, Nelson, BC 

Materials: Fabric. 

Techniques: Fabric collage, free-motion embroidery. 

Dimensions: 14” x 17” 

As organisms age, the fanfare and flamboyance of youth 
are gradually exchanged for a quieter steadfast-
ness...colours fade, spirits mellow and movement slows. 
Our inner dialogue becomes less insistent. Stillness and 
conservation move in to replace the bravado, physical 
strength, superficial beauty and recklessness that once 
sustained us. That is the stillness we aspire to as our 
wrinkles redraw us and our aches and pains assign us 
new choreographies: I am still being ‘though I am being 
still. 
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Patience 

Yvonne Carlson, Winnipeg, MB 

Materials: Fabric. 

Techniques: Raw edge appliqué. Fabric paint-
ing, free standing thread painting, free-motion 
quilting. 

Inspiration/Credits: The piece was inspired by 
a photograph taken by Ingrid Carlson, with 
permission. 

Dimensions: 12” x 16” 

A spider spins its web with infinite care moving 
in a delicate dance, step by step, to complete 
its lacy trap. The web somewhere in British Co-
lumbia becomes artwork in Manitoba. 

Snow Study 

Tracy Lawko, Toronto, ON 

Materials: Thread, fabric, stabilizer. 

Techniques: Hand-guided, free-
motion longarm machine stitching on 
collaged fabric. 

Dimensions: 10” x 8” 

While snowshoeing in the backwoods 
near our home in the hills of the Niag-
ara Escarpment, the February sun cast 
dramatic shadows through the trees. 
Stopping to catch my breath, I was 
fascinated by the liveliness of the col-
ours in the stillness of the moment. A 
photo with my cell phone, then sever-
al exploratory drawings back in the 
studio led to the composition for this 
study. 
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Calm Center 

Janet Bednarczyk, Oliver, BC 

Materials: Whole cloth fabric. 

Techniques: Hand printed and hand created 
silk screens, machine appliqué, free-motion 
and hand stitching, paint. 

Dimensions: 18” x 36” 

Life challenges each of us to find our calm 
center and remain steady and persistent de-
spite the challenges that we face. This piece 
was inspired by difficult personal times when I 
felt that I could not predict or control what 
was going on around me. I found my “calm 
center” while working on this piece and laying 
down my emotions one at a time. The process 
of painting, drawing and machine quilting 
once a repetitive exercise that affected me 
like prayer to trust in the greater forces 
which were guiding me through moments of 
doubt and insecurity. 
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There is a Crack in Everything—Lava 

Phillida Hargreaves, Kingston, ON 

Materials: Cottons, sheers, felt and beads. 

Techniques: Hand Dyed, machine quilted, hand stitched and beaded. 

Dimensions: 49” x 31” 

Walls, by their very nature, are still, but in a rigid and static way. This piece 
looks at a force that destroys walls. It shows that moment of stillness just 
before the wall will collapse.  
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On Thin Ice 

Elaine Filyk, Winnipeg, MB 

Materials: Commercial fabrics, thread, batting and embellish-
ments. 

Techniques: Domestic machine stitching and quilting. Embel-
lishments applied in the final phase of construction. 

Dimensions: 24.5” x 18.5” 

Frozen in time, the world stands still. At last the world awak-
ens, the silence is broken. The earth warms, groans, the ice 
cracks and spring arrives.  
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Bell Without Heart 

Emilie M. Belak, Grand Forks, BC 

Materials: Textile paints. 

Techniques: Acrylic paints on parchment, heat transferred to organza. 

Inspiration/Credits: Painting technique by Esterita Austin. 

Dimensions: 20” x 30” 

The bell, 170 cm tall and weighing 3 metric tonnes, was created for New Town 
Hall (1348 by Charles IV) in Prague to call city councillors to meetings and citi-
zens to hear announcements. The creator Brikci of Cimperk added an inscrip-
tion in Latin: “Community without laws, and laws without enforcement, are 
like a bell without heart.” Its 50 kg clapper was removed for repairs 200 years 
ago and lost, never heard of again, this stilling the clear crisp bell’s voice. 
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Modern Circles 

Lynne Piper, Victoria, BC 

Materials: Fabric. 

Techniques: Raw edge machine appliqué, machine quilting on home sewing machine. 

Inspiration/Credits: Small carpet. 

Dimensions: 60” x 80” 

I studied the design on a small carpet in our home in Arizona wondering if I could 
translate it into a quilt. Selling the home meant it was time to give it a try. I took 
photos and went to my studio. Originally I was inspired by the amount of negative 
space that would allow me machine quilting creativity. It turned out that the whole 
process—choosing fabrics and fabric colours, moving shapes around, as well as the 
quilting—were inspiring and satisfying. The carpet is STILL in the house.  
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Poppy, Dill & Allium 

Marianne Parsons, Oliver, BC 

Materials: Fabric art. Synthetic fabrics and thread. 

Techniques: Bobbin stitching with cotton crochet cord, thread painting, 
burning. 

Dimensions: 41.5” x 24” 

The fall garden wears an array of subtle colours and interesting textures. I 
like to leave seed heads and pods to enjoy through the winter as a promise 
that still more new ones will emerge in spring. 
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Tranquility 

Nancy Riemersma, Surrey, BC 

Materials: Fabrics cotton and 

silk, cotton batting, cotton  

threads. 

Techniques: Eco printed silks and cottons, raw edge appliquéd, machine quilted. 

Inspiration/Credits: Photo by Judy Leslie 

Dimensions: 27.2” x 40” 

Continually inspired by my natural surroundings, I love to walk and survey the end-

less varieties of life, courtesy of Mother Nature. One summer’s playday with 

friends, I was introduced to Eco printing. What a delightful discovery—the natural 

dye colours of rose leaves, blackberry, eucalyptus, smoke bush imprinted to silk 

fabric. Leaves, in their seasonal cycle, wave and flutter in the breeze, but gain im-

mortality as still life—their distinctive colours leave a lasting impression on my 

cloth. 
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Snow in the City 

Phillida Hargreaves, Kingston, ON 

Materials: Cotton, yarn and embroidery 
floss. 

Techniques: Discharging, machine quilting, 
crocheting, embroidery. 

Dimensions: 24” x 42” 

There is a moment , during the first snow-
fall at night, when the world seems to stand 
still. This piece reminds me of walking 
home on such a night, when the trees are 
lit by street lamps, the snow is falling and 
the air is still. 
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In the Windmills of My Mind 

Seymone Armstrong, Kingston, ON 

Materials: Fibre art. 

Techniques: Seed and outlining stitching. 

Inspiration/Credits: Title (Noel Harrison). 

Dimensions: 16” x 16” 

I consider my artwork as an extension of myself in that it embraces my memo-
ries of past moments lived, aspirations of future goals and emotions felt. A 
major influence of my work is Prince Edward County, Ontario, where I was 
born. I try to show the flavour of the County as it used to be 50 or so years 
ago as we are losing this history to the progression of time. I also dabble in 
abstract work where an image will tend to pop into my mind at a whim and its 
voice will not be quietened until I project it onto a piece of artwork. 
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Serendipity 

Susan Greenwell, Kelowna, BC 

Materials. Fibre art. 

Techniques: Tie dyeing, free-motion quilting, beading. 

Dimensions: 16” x 20” 

An exciting morning spent tie-dyeing followed by 40 hours of free-motion 
stitching resulted in this amazing piece. Interesting figures immediately 
stood out which I traced with black felt pen then pinned the piece to my 
design wall where it languished for a couple of years while I contemplated 
what to do with it! This spring the light bulb came on. The figure, standing 
still with arms raised in celebration and the other figures were stitched 
with 12 weight Wonderfil® Accent thread. This is exactly the result of the 
dyeing. No other colour was added to the piece. 
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Still in Reflection 

Lynda Matchullis, Manitou, MB 

Materials: Fibre art. 

Techniques: Strip pieced background, raw edge appliqué, free-motion quilting, 
some handmade embellishments. 

Inspiration/Credits: Evening Thaw—a watercolour by Sandra Strohschein. 

Dimensions: 28” x 46” 

On a spring day, you splash through the edge of the woodland pond on your daily 
walk. The area is busy with bird calls and animals scurrying about. By evening the 
pond has temporarily frozen over again, thaw is suspended. Stillness has returned 
to the scene for a few hours. Imagine the hush over the landscape as the light 
fades and night resets the stage. 
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Treasured Memory 

Kathy Tidswell, Burtts Corner, NB 

Materials: Commercial fabric and Inktense® painted fabric. 

Techniques: Raw edge appliqué, Inktense® pencils, free-motion quilt-
ing. 

Dimensions: 17.75” x 20.5” 

Although it has been 50 years since my grandmother died, I still remem-
ber her quiet manner, infectious laugh, quirky smile and hands that 
were never still. While her main passion was crocheting with fine 
threads and a tiny crochet hook, this work was inspired by a photo of 
her doing handwork found in the family archives. Though the years have 
been many, our love of working with our hands connects me to her still. 
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Calling Still To Me 

Annette Yeager, Simcoe, ON 

Materials: Vintage handwork, salvaged pieces, found objects, 
mementos, commercial fabric, photo-transfer fabric. 

Techniques: Hand sewing, hand quilting, photo transfer onto 
fabric, appliqué. 

Inspiration/Credits: Verse ink embroidered on quilt by Eliza S. 
Howell  (‘How Much I Prize My Album Patchwork’), 1848-1849, 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art (Used with permission). Wil-
liam Yeager (design suggestions and critique), Lanny Horne 
(stabilization of album covers). 

Dimensions: 11.75” x 15.5” x 2” 

“Thy form & look, in memory’s gla[f]s, I still distinctly see; Thy 
voice and words, in fancy’s ear, Are whispering still to me.” 
Quilt, Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Verse ink embroidered 
by Eliza S. Howell, maker, 1848-1849. This timeless verse that 
Eliza Howell ink embroidered on her patchwork quilt provided 
both inspiration and title for my piece. Within the covers of the 
reclaimed Victorian album, quilted photos (of tokens of remem-
brance, friendship, affection) reference people, places and 
events, past and present, that are ‘Calling Still To Me’. In the 
spirit of the theme, vintage handwork items, salvaged pieces, 
found objects and mementos predominate. The work is hand 
pieced and hand quilted. 
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Still Life with Still 

Jaynie Himsl, Weyburn, SK 

Materials: Fabric. 

Techniques: Pieced, appliqué, hand stitching, free-motion quilting, embellish-
ments attached with glue. 

Dimensions: 30” x 34” 

From our daughter’s deck we can enjoy a view of Lumsden’s distillery. How for-
tunate we are to enjoy fine whiskey with fine company. 
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Paper Transformed 

Karlie Norrish McChesney, Chilli-
wack, BC 

Materials: Textiles, acrylic paint, 
plastic. 

Techniques: Machine pieced, machine 
quilted, acrylic painted, plastic ap-
plied. 

Dimensions: 30” x 52” 

All things mathematical inspire me. I 
love to solve puzzles especially those 
with 3D form; like origami modulars. I 
am drawn to the accurate meticulous-
ness required to make origami. It has a 
simple complexity; simple because it is 
paper folded and creased, and com-
plexity because intricate shapes are 
constructed. I became more intrigued 
with origami after watching the docu-
mentary ‘Between the Folds’ by PBS’s 
Independent Lens. It demonstrates how 
mathematics and physics inform origa-
mi structure. My work explores how 3D 
models are represented in 2D format. 
Paper Transformed is comprised of a 
hexahedron, octahedron and icosahe-
dron; they are modular origami. 
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Reflections 

Chriss Colman, Stouffville, ON 

Materials: Quilting cotton. 

Techniques: Improv quilting, micro piecing, machine pieced, match-
stick quilting with a frame. 

Dimensions: 25.5” x 21.25” 

The sun nestles into the horizon, the water laps quietly along the shore 
and the loons call in the distance. Reflections was inspired by the many 
long days on the lakes where the low-lying sun reflects across the calm 
waters as we paddle peacefully at sunset in the stillness of the Ontario 
wilderness. 
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Still 

Susan J. Jensen, Maple Ridge, BC 

Materials: Background: painted whole cloth, Image: cotton and organza. 

Techniques: Painted whole cloth, machine appliqué and free-motion 
stitched. 

Inspiration/Credits: My response to all those in uniform who have given 
their lives to make ours better. 

Dimensions: 17.75” x 26.5” 

When I saw the theme for 2019 Grand National, an image came to my 
mind immediately. Those who put on a uniform, be it firemen, police or 
armed forces, to protect us or our country, sometimes they pay the ulti-
mate price. May they rest in peace and never be forgotten! “Still” por-
trays the ultimate price. 
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Moonlight Over Mount Douglas Park 

Natalie Skinner, Victoria, BC 

Materials: Commercial cotton, wool batting, cotton and polyester thread. 

Techniques: Machine pieced, longarm quilted. 

Dimensions: 52” x 68” 

My neighbourhood boasts beautiful Mount Douglas Park, where Douglas fir and 
cedar trees tower over a network of trails. During daylight hours it is a bustling 
place full of hikers, joggers and dog walkers alike. As the sun goes down and 
the last of its visitors head home, I imagine it stands quiet and still. Only the 
scurry of a mouse or the silent glide of an owl through the moonlit trees breaks 
the stillness. This piece is part of a series in which I am exploring monochro-
matic colour stories, value and line. 
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Frozen 

Elaine Filyk, Winnipeg, MB 

Materials: Commercial fabrics, thread, batting (Fosshape®) and embellish-
ments. 

Techniques: Domestic machine stitching and quilting. Embellishments 
were applied in the final phase of construction. 

Dimensions: 20” x 12” x 20” 

The season of silence...Fresh white blanket of snow on the ground, Hoar 
frost on the bare trees, Icicles hanging from the eaves, Glowing logs in the 
fireplace. All these are the inspiration for my brooding glistening creation. 
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West Coast Moments: Still Fishing 

Carol Seeley, Campbell River, BC 

Materials: Fibre. 

Techniques: Wire sculpture, thread painting, needle felting, 3D assembly. 

Inspiration/Credits: Nature. 

Dimensions: 20” x 14” x 8” 

You often see Hank, the Shoal Bay heron, standing absolutely still on a rock 
in the bay for hours on end. Until a flurry of motion and a quick stab in the 
water nabs a fish for his dinner. The patience and concentration of these 
birds amaze me. 
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Humphrey 

Marianne Parsons, Oliver, BC 

Materials: Fabric. 

Techniques: Soft sculptured body, wire feet and legs, hand embroidery. 

Inspiration/Credits: Original pattern, inspired by bird sculptures of Ann 
Wood and Abigail Brown. 

Dimensions: 8” x 13” x 9” 

Calm, still and waiting for the dark of night, that’s Humphrey the horned owl. 
He’s a motley collection of bits and pieces fashioned into this symbol of wis-
dom and patience. Repurposed fabric, wire legs and feet, stuffing. 
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